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Summary & Introduction 
To a slim plurality of voters, the word ‘Socialism’ does not mean a dictatorship of the proletariat 
seizing the means of production.   

In fact, many voters, Republican and Democrat hold positive views of Socialism and Capitalism 
simultaneously. 

We surveyed voters how they view the terms Socialism and Capitalism.  On socialism, we asked 
“When you hear or read the term ‘socialism’, do you think of Scandinavian Social Democracies 
like Denmark and Sweden OR Venezuela, North Korea and the Former Soviet Union.”  On 
Capitalism, we asked, “When you hear or read the phrase ‘free market capitalism do you 
think…It is an economic system that allows people to pursue their passions and create their own 
careers and businesses or do you think It is an economic system where those at the top benefit at 
the expense of the rest.”  

Our goal was to understand the prism through which they view both Socialism and Capitalism.    

At the Top Line, 52% of all respondents’ associate “Socialism” with “Denmark/Sweden.”  
Simultaneously, 52% relate “Free Market Capitalism” to “pursue their passions.” 

Sixty-seven percent of Democrats think “Denmark/Sweden” when they hear the word 
“Socialism.”  When Democrats hear the term “free market capitalism” 64% respond “it is an 
economic system where those at the top benefit at the expense of the rest.” 

For Republicans, the numbers are essentially reversed. 

Democrats associate socialism with the Scandinavian countries that have robust welfare states 
and “social democracy.”  Republicans view Socialism as what is happening in Venezuela, where 
the society has totally collapsed into massive poverty.   

These results are not surprising. 

What is more intriguing is understanding that among the 52% who associate “Socialism” with 
“Denmark/Sweden” more than half also associate “free market capitalism” with “an economic 
system that allows people to pursue their passions and create their own careers and businesses?” 

A full 27% of respondents answered in favor of Nordic Social Democracies and Free Market 
Capitalism.  It should be noted that Denmark and Sweden are indeed Free Market Democracies.   

Among the Democrats who answered “Denmark/Sweden” a full 40% also associated capitalism 
with pursuing their passions.  These Democrat’s embrace of Socialism is not about a dictatorship 
of the proletariat seizing the means of production, it is more likely a desire for a robust health 
care and social services safety net. 

Highly visible factions of the Democratic Party have moved sharply to the left and many are now 
openly socialists and Bernie Sanders is not the only one willing to admit his socialistic views. 
Many of the Democratic proposals are even more to the left than what many Scandinavian 
politicians would propose.  
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Many Republicans and quite a few Independents view socialism as a failed economic system. A 
key feature of the 2020 elections may be how Americans view socialism and capitalism.  If 
Americans decide the values that undergird the Scandinavian view of social democracy as the 
path they want, the Democrats will win, and many Americans do view Capitalism as a system 
that benefit those at the top and not those below the 1%.   

In a report for Americas Majority Foundation, we wrote, “The U.S. is still a country where 
wealth and income earned through hard work and personal risk taking is respected. Our national 
survey in 2014 found interesting dynamics. 71% of Blacks, 79% of Whites and 66% of 
Hispanics believe that hard work is still rewarded but when asked if the economic system rigged 
against the Middle Class, we see the results reverse. 71% of Blacks, 65% of Whites and 61% of 
Hispanics believe the economic system is rigged. In a survey among Michigan voters in August 
of 2016, two of every three voters viewed the system rigged against the Middle Class with 
two/thirds of White and Black voters along with 55% of Hispanic voters viewing the system as 
being rigged against Middle Class.  Even with that cynicism, four out of five Michigan voters 
believe that to increase economic opportunity and a fair opportunity to succeed, you must grow 
the private sector, which is the position taken by Republican candidate Donald Trump, the first 
Republican who won Michigan since 1988.” 1 

Many Americans are of two minds.  They think that hard work is still rewarded and support the 
proven principles of productive work, delayed gratification and personal responsibility and they 
also fear a trend toward system is rigged against them.  A system where the proven principles are 
not enough. While they respect the entrepreneurs, who start up their companies, they have less 
respect for executives who manage long-established companies.  The heart of the complaint is 
executives who are paid millions while seemingly running former power-house companies into 
the ground.  Visible examples include General Electric and JC Penney.  A more sophisticated 
version of the complaint is buoying stock valuations through buy backs.     

This entrepreneur/manager divide is part of the explanation on whether a person sees it as a 
system that allows people to pursue their passions or a system where only the top benefit. If they 
see a manager-stock-trader economy, they will likely think of it as a rigged system where only 
the top benefit.  If they see an entrepreneur economy, they are more likely to think in terms of 
pursuing passions.  
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Intersection Of Socialism, Capitalism & The Proven Principles 

Using the matrix of results from the questions regarding Socialism and Capitalism, polling by 
VCreek/AMG’s JD Johannes found four distinct nearly equally sized groups of voters:  Nordic 
Capitalists (27%), Socialist Sympathizers (25%), Market Believers (24%) and Populist 
Capitalists (24%). 

These Economic View Types are formed by how they interpret the terms “Socialism” and 
“Capitalism.”  

The Nordic Capitalists are voters who associate “Socialism” with “Denmark/Sweden” and 
associate “Capitalism” with “Pursue Passions.” 

Socialist Sympathizers view “Socialism” with “Denmark/Sweden” while viewing “Capitalism” 
as “Top Benefit.” 

The Market Believers think “Socialism” is “Venezuela/North Korea/Soviet Union” and 
“Capitalism” is “Pursue Passions.” 

Populist Capitalists also see “Socialism” as “Venezuela/North Korea/Soviet Union” but think 
“Capitalism” is “Top Benefit.” 

Drilling down into Party Affiliation reveals some partisan trends, the lack of economic 
agreement inside the parties and the challenges and paths to forging a prevailing economic 
agreement.   

The policy divergences among Democrat Presidential Primary Contenders and fissures in the 
Democrat’s House Majority are likely a product of 40% of self-identifying Democrats being 

Socialist Sympathizers 
and the other three types 
not yet aligning to form a 
majority coalition.  The 
unifying force among 
Democrats may not be 
policy as much as their 
opposition to President 
Trump.  What is clear 
though, despite activist 
rhetoric, rank and file 
Democrats are not sold on 
true Marxist Socialism. 

The GOP has divergences, 
yet has formed a policy 
agreement around an 
opposition to Socialism 

with President Trump showing a commitment to the concerns of “Populists Capitalists” who 
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have not fared well under previous trade agreements and are concerned about the effects of 
illegal immigration. 

Independents have a near equal distribution among the Economic View Typologies. 

Beyond the perceptions of “Socialism” and “Capitalism” there is agreement on the fundamental 
proven principles of hard work and personal responsibility. 

VCreek/AMG asked respondents “To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 
statement ‘hard work, delayed gratification and taking personal responsibility are important to 
make our society work.’” 

A topline 88% strongly or 
somewhat agree the proven 
principles “are important to 
make our society work.”  
Among respondents who 
answered “Denmark/Sweden” 
42% strongly agreed the proven 
principles are important.  Even 
39% of the “Socialist 
Sympathizers” strongly agree! 

As indicated by the poll results, 
the proven principles are taken 
as a given by the average 
reasonable voter.  What these 
voters do not necessarily 
understand is that the proven 
principles are being attacked by the extremes of the progressive left that makes up the base of 
“Socialist Sympathizers.”   

In one visible example University of Pennsylvania Law Professor Amy Wax was vilified by 
progressives for an op-ed that argued that the proven principles work for individuals, the 
economy and society.3 

Wax wrote, “That culture laid out the script we all were supposed to follow: Get married before you 
have children and strive to stay married for their sake. Get the education you need for gainful 
employment, work hard, and avoid idleness. Go the extra mile for your employer or client. Be a 
patriot, ready to serve the country. Be neighborly, civic-minded, and charitable. Avoid coarse 
language in public. Be respectful of authority. Eschew substance abuse and crime. 
These basic cultural precepts reigned from the late 1940s to the mid-1960s. They could be followed 
by people of all backgrounds and abilities, especially when backed up by almost universal 
endorsement. Adherence was a major contributor to the productivity, educational gains, and social 
coherence of that period.” 
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To most Americans, Wax’s statement is a simple endorsement of the basic rules to getting ahead 
in life. But after publication of the op-ed in the Philadelphia Inquirer there were calls for the 
University of Pennsylvania to fire Wax and condemnations by her fellow professors.4 

 
The average reasonable voter working hard, busy living their life by the proven principles is 
unaware that there is a substantial political movement that sees the principles they value and live by 
as repugnant. 
 
In forming a winning coalition around a prevailing policy or economic agreement, voters need to 
understand that there is a group that opposes their beliefs and that the opposition group is a credible 
threat. 
 
The path to a winning coalition could be a defense and promotion of the aspirational aspects of 
Capitalism as a system that allows people to pursue their passions against those who disparage the 
proven principles and commitment to robust health care safety net and deliberate actions to control 
the costs of health care.  President Trump seems to understand this.  He campaigned in 2016 on the 
issue and is taking visible, deliberate executive actions to control the costs of health care. 
 
Polling by PEW found that the economy and health care costs were voter’s priorities for President 
Trump and Congress in 2019.5  Health care and the economy go together for voters because 
health insurance premiums are a significant expenditure for most voters and health care costs are 
the most significant unknown financial risk. 
 
The Nordic countries, whether most voters truly understand it or not, are able to finance 
generous public health care benefits through a dynamic capitalist, free-market economy and 
culture built on the proven principles. 
 
As the New York Times reported recently, “the endurance of the Nordic model has long 
depended on two crucial elements — the public’s willingness to pay some of the highest taxes on 
earth, and the understanding that everyone is supposed to work.”6 (emphasis added) 
 
A free market, capitalist economy that allows people to pursue their passions through the proven 
principles is the most viable path to reducing the financial burden of health insurance premiums 
and finance a risk-reducing health care safety net in a country with the size and complexity of the 
United States.  But the Socialist Sympathizers don’t want a system where people can pursue their 
passions and they think people who live and support the proven principles are The Problem. 
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Voters Views of Socialism 
Detailed Findings 

We reviewed two set of polls, the first was our retirement issues poll of voters age 50 plus and 
then we polled voters age 18-65.  Comparing the two of them yields valuable demographic 
insights into the current perceptions of Socialism and Capitalism.7  

18-65 Study Views of Socialism 

When we studied 18-65-year-olds, we found that overall voters view socialism closer to Nordic 
countries as oppose to Venezuela by a 52% to 48%. 67% of Democrats viewed socialism as 
similar to Nordic country compared to 38% of Republicans.  51% Independents view socialism 
similarly to Nordic countries compared to 49% who viewed socialism as a worst-case disaster.   
It is not surprising that Republicans view Socialism more negatively but nearly 40% of 
Republicans don’t view socialism as bad thing and slight majority of Independents also view 
socialism the equal of a robust welfare state.2 

 

 

 

When we looked by age, we found that the only group to oppose the idea that Socialism was a 
nothing more than a robust Scandinavian style welfare state, was voters 55 to 65.  59%, of voters 
age 55-65 view Socialism as the path to Venezuela similar to what we saw with our Senior 
voters. 
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Black voters and Asian voters in this survey viewed Socialism similar to the Nordic countries 
and White voters by a slight margin agreed and, in this survey, only Hispanics view socialism as 
Venezuela.  

 

 

Seniors voters 

In our study of voters age 18 to 65, only voters over 55 viewed socialism in a more negative light 
seeing Socialism closer to the collapsed of Venezuela as oppose a robust social welfare paradise. 
In our poll of seniors, we found that nearly half of the voters’ view Socialism as Venezuela and 
other Marxist hellholes and nearly 40% viewing it closer to the robust welfare state of the Nordic 
countries when we combined both the VCreek poll and Cygnal poll.  
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Evolving strategy noted those who identify with the left, 87% view Socialism closer to the 
Nordic country whereas 85% those who identify with the right view socialism as the chaos of 
Venezuela.   Overall 51% of retirees viewed socialism closer to Marxist failures of Cuba or 
Venezuela and nearly 49% view socialism closer to the robust welfare state of the Nordic states.  

In the Cygnal poll,44% of voters viewed socialism closer to the chaos of Venezuela and 33% 
view socialism closer to the Nordic country and in the VCreek poll, 55% of voters viewed 
socialism closer to Venezuela and other disastrous Marxist countries and 45% viewed it closer to 
the Nordic countries.  Senior voters followed what senior voters in our 18-65 poll believed and 
this verifies that senior voters view socialism as the path to serfdom and not a welfare state 
paradise.  

 

In the Cygnal polls, 69% of Republicans and 45% of Independents along with only 21% of 
Democrats view socialism will lead to the chaos of Venezuela whereas only nearly 16% 
Republicans, 31% Independents and 51% of Democrat view Socialism closer to the Nordic 
countries.  
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In the VCreek poll, 79% of Republicans and 55% of Independents along with 28% of Democrats 
viewed socialism closer to Venezuela whereas 72% of Democrats view socialism along 45% of 
Independents and only 21% of Republicans view socialism closer to Nordic country. 

 

In the Cygnal poll, 45% of White, 37% of Blacks 40% of Hispanics viewed socialism closer to 
Venezuela compared to 33% Whites, 25% Blacks and 43% who viewed socialism closer to the 
Nordic country. 
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Overall Senior voters were more likely to view socialism closer to Venezuela compared to voters 
under the age of 55 who viewed socialism as closer to the Nordic country.  As we will discussed 
in the conclusion, we will make the argument that many Nordic country are closer to free market 
ideals of the United States but the left wants to create the impression that they are simply adding 
a more robust welfare state and their goal is the create the impression that they are merely 
reforming our free market system. 
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Voters’ View of Free Markets 
18-65 Study Views of Free Markets 

We asked voter about free markets: “It is an economic system that allows people to pursue their 
passions and create their own careers and businesses”  Or Do you think “It is an economic 
system where those at the top benefit at the expense of the rest.” 

Overall 52% of voters view free markets as benefiting the rich while 48% of voters viewed free 
market as allowing individuals to allow to pursue their dream.  As you would suspect, 64% of 
Democrats view free market benefitting the wealthy while 69% of Republicans view free 
markets as a liberating force that allows them to pursue their dream.  51% of Independents agree 
with Democrats that free markets benefit the top 1% and 49% agree with Republicans on the 
benefit of the free markets in pursuing their dreams. 

 

Interesting, 54% of younger voters 18 to 34 allows them to pursue their dreams and passion 
whereas 52% of 35 to 44 and 51% of 55 to 65 view free markets as benefitting the wealthy while 
58% of 45 to 54 like their18-34 counterparts view capitalism as allowing the pursuit of the 
dream.  Interesting, 55 to 65 viewed Socialism as going the path of Venezuela but they are not as 
supportive free markets as allowing one to pursue their dream.  
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Among different races 65% of Blacks, 56% of Hispanics, 54% of Asians view free markets as 
supporting the 1% as oppose to allowing one to pursue their dreams whereas 54% of Whites 
view free markets as allowing one to pursue their dreams.  Minorites are less likely to view free 
markets as allowing them to pursue their passion and more likely to view Free Markets as aiding 
the 1%.  

 

 

Senior Voters 

Among senior voters in the VCreek poll, 72% of Republicans and 53% of Independents viewed 
capitalism as leading to prosperity and wealth plus allowing them to pursue their dreams as 
oppose to 73% of Democrats who view Free Market as benefitting the one percent.8  
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Evolving Strategy gave the choice to voters if Free Market capitalism has created great 
prosperity and allowed millions to escape poverty or does free market capitalism benefits those 
at the top at the expense at the rest. and found 76% of Democrats stated free market capitalism at 
the expense at the rest whereas 88% of Republicans and 63% of Independents view Free market 
as good, creating great prosperity for millions.  Overall 62% of retirees favor free market as 
being good and benefitting millions while creating prosperity.  

 

Evolving strategy noted the divide between left world view and right world view as those who 
view from left world view 75% disagree that Free Market is good and exploit the masses while 
88% from those with right world view believe that free market is good for prosperity. 
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Conclusion 
The conservative coalition must define what Socialism really is and that Socialism is NOT 
Nordic Capitalism. 

Warren, Sanders, “The Squad” and the media are selling Denmark/Sweden, but their policies are 
not Nordic Capitalism.  Occasionally the truth slips out. 

Saikat Chakrabarti, the recently retired chief of staff of Alexandra Cortez (and her political guru) 
stated about the Green New Deal, ““The interesting thing about the Green New Deal…it wasn’t 
originally a climate thing at all… Because we really think of it as a how-do-you-change-the-
entire-economy thing.”  Cortez and her ilk are interested in complete transformation of our 
economy and society in general into a socialist paradise, far beyond anything that would pass 
muster in the Nordic countries.9 

 

As we will show, much of the Democratic proposals are beyond the Nordic countries, but then 
Bernie Sanders admits he is a socialist and many of his opponents voting record are not much 
different than his nor are their proposals significantly different than what he is proposing.  

In fact, what Sanders, Elizabeth Warren and others on the Socialist Left are proposing start to 
mirror the populist, anti-free-market agenda of France’s Marine Le Pen. 

In Tom Donelson’s report “From Trump to Le Pen, Where Does Populism Ends Up?” Mr. 
Donelson said, “France is where the future of the populist movement may lie if Trump fails to 
move his agenda and improve the lot of American workers.  Marine Le Pen is not a traditional 
American conservative or even a believer in free market.  Many of Le Pen’s views mirror the 
hard-core left, embodied by Jean-Luc Melenchon, including her promise to maintain the 35-hour 
work week and lowering the retirement age to 60.  (The two combined actually collected 42% of 
the vote in first round voting showing political strength.)”10 

Marine Le Pen is a warning to American conservatives that the populism of people who think 
Capitalism is a system where only the top benefit could easily turn left.  Elizabeth Warren’s 
economic plan is Leftwing populism similar to what Le Pen is selling the French voters. In that 
regard, Elizabeth Warren is the Marine Le Pen of American politics. 

Instead of educating voters on what Socialism really is, it may be easier to show what Nordic 
Capitalism really is.  Nordic Capitalism is built on business freedom, free markets, private 
property and a culture of work that values the proven principles. 

In a report by JP Morgan, Michael Cembalest reviewed the Nordic countries and found that 
Nordic country are hardly socialistic even though they do have a robust welfare state. Cembalest 
noted “On many measures, the Nordic approach to the private sector is even more business-
friendly than the US.”  That includes business freedom, starting new businesses, property rights 
protection, and free trade.   

Cembalest added, “Another sign that Nordic countries are not following a democratic socialist 
model: Nordic ‘state control’ is similar to US levels.  As part of its assessment of competitive 
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forces, the OECD analyzes the extent of state control and government regulation.  One method 
shows that Nordic governments exercise even less state control over the economy than the US, 
while another shows that over time, government regulation affecting competition in critical 
network sectors in Nordic countries has converged to US levels.  Either way, it’s clear from this 
data that the state control principles of democratic socialism (i.e., replacing private ownership 
with collective ownership of the means of production) are very much at odds with the Nordic 
free-market model.”11 

On tax policies, Nordic corporate and income tax rates are not much different than the United 
States, especially if you combined many State income taxes in the United States along with the 
Federal income tax rates.  Cembalest noted, “Note how corporate taxes contribute just 2%-3% of 
GDP in both the Nordics and the US, and how little Nordic countries rely on taxing capital gains 
of individuals, regardless of income levels.  Finally, some Nordic estate tax rates are actually 
zero, with an average of 11% compared to US estate tax rates of 40%” 9 Nordic countries biggest 
taxes are through VAT’s and payroll taxes and much of this is hit the Middle Class. The Nordic 
country do spend more on social Welfare State, but their economy is dependent upon not killing 
the golden goose that support the system, the private sector.   

Michael Cembalest observed “With Nordic countries firmly rooted in capitalism and free 
markets, if I wanted to find examples of democratic socialism in practice, I’d have to look 
elsewhere.  I broadened my search and looked for countries that, relative to the US, are 
characterized by:  

• Higher personal and corporate tax rates, and higher government spending  

 • More worker protections restricting the ability of companies to hire and fire, and less 
flexibility for companies to set wages based on worker productivity and/or to hire foreign labor 

 • More reliance on regulation, more constraints on real estate development, more anti-trust 
enforcement and more state intervention in product markets; and a shift away from a 
shareholder-centric business model  

• More protections for workers and domestic industries through tariff and non-tariff barriers, and 
more constraints on capital inflows and outflows.  

I couldn’t find any country that ticked all these democratic socialist boxes, but I did find one that 
came close: Argentina, which has defaulted 7 times since its independence in 1816, which has 
seen the largest relative standard of living decline in the world since 1900, and which is on the 
brink of political and economic chaos again in 2019.”9 (emphasis added) 

The Democrat economic model is closer to Argentina, a country that since the days of Juan 
Peron is closer to a fascist model than a free market model. At the turn of the twentieth century, 
Argentina was one of the richest countries in the world, but it has slipped behind other nations.   

Many on the Left for years cheered on the Hugo Chavez-Nicholas Maduro and Bernie Sanders 
on his own website quoted an editorial that stated the following, “These days, the American 
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dream is more apt to be realized in South America, in places such as Ecuador, Venezuela and 
Argentina, where incomes are actually more equal today than they are in the land of Horatio 
Alger. Who's the banana republic now?” 10 David Sirota, Bernie Sanders Communications 
Director wrote in 2013, “Chavez racked up an economic record that a legacy-obsessed American 
president could only dream of achieving.  the Venezuelan socialism “suddenly looks like a threat to the 
corporate capitalism, especially when said country has valuable oil resources that global powerhouses like 
the United States rely on.”11   

The Argentina model is a far cry from Nordic Capitalism and the Venezuelan Socialism, like all 
forms of Socialism, failed miserably. 

While Sanders today has backpedaled on his support for Venezuela and claims that this is not the 
ideal Democratic Socialist state he envisioned now that Venezuela economy collapsed. That was 
not the case just a few years ago. 

Look at the economic plans of Democrats and they are to the left of what Nordic countries are 
today and their own models are closer to Venezuela than Denmark.   

The real problem is that Republicans must face a significant reality, many Americans, maybe 
even half of America view socialism as “Denmark/Sweden”  Bernie Sanders, Alexandra Cortez 
or even Elizabeth Warren describes their policies as Denmark/Sweden when their policies are 
actually closer to Venezuela or, at best, Argentina.   

The case must be made that today the Democrat Party is the Party of Venezuelan Socialism.  
Don’t just say Socialism, say Venezuelan Socialism.   

The economic history of the past seventy years favors Republicans and free market conservatives 
while the Venezuelan socialists running the Democratic Party are pushing for an agenda that is 
Marxist in reality and their goals are simply allow the government to control all aspect of lives.  
We are not talking a debate about the extent of the safety net, we should have but a deeper 
discussion of what kind of society we should be, will we move toward Venezuela and other 
disastrous example of socialism or continue to be a free market country!  The Conservative 
Coalition needs a debate about the proven principles and how they are under attack.  The 
Conservative Coalition needs to harness millennial voters’ affinity for pursuing their passions.   

When Democrats in this election talk of Nordic countries as their models, they are lying.  Their 
model is more extreme and dangerous, it is turning United States into Venezuela.  

END 
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